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Australian Curriculum Consultation Portal
Background and access

Background
The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) has released 
the draft K–10 Australian Curriculum in English, mathematics, science and history for 
consultation online at www.australiancurriculum.edu.au until 23 May 2010.

Access
The Consultation Portal enables users to read, review, download and print the draft K–10 
Australian Curriculum. It enables individuals and groups to provide direct feedback on the 
curriculum and complete an optional online feedback survey.
It is open to members of the public, educators and anyone who is interested in providing 
feedback on the draft curriculum.

Contact us
For information regarding the draft K–10 Australian Curriculum and the Consultation Portal, 
ACARA can be contacted directly via the following:

Address: Level 10, 255 Pitt Street, 
Sydney, NSW, 2000

Reception: 1300 895 563
Fax: 02 8098 3103
Media enquiries: 02 9928 1517 (9 am to 6 pm) 

0412 584 679 (after hours) 
media.contact@acara.edu.au

General enquiries: consultation@acara.edu.au



Getting started
Home page overview and logging in
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Overview 
Home page

Main menu bar
The main menu bar provides easy access to the 
various ways of finding content on the portal. The 
active item appears in white text.
• Home returns you to the home page. 
• Learn provides an overview of the rationale, aims 

and organisation of the four curriculum learning 
areas.

• Explore allows you to view each learning area 
in detail, and refine your view by selecting year 
levels, strands, general capabilities and cross-
curriculum perspectives.

• Consult provides a brief overview of the 
Consultation Portal, including information about 
how individuals and groups can provide online 
feedback on the draft curriculum.

• Survey takes you to the optional online survey. 
The survey is open to both individuals and 
groups, who are asked to respond to a number 
of detailed statements about the curriculum. 
Respondents can also make further comments.

• Guide provides detailed information on the use 
of this portal.

• Glossary lets you view definitions of terms used 
throughout the site.

Search box
A search box appears at the top right of every page 
in the portal. You can search all of the web site 
content using single or multiple keywords, or exact 
phrases.

An introduction to Australian Curriculum
Here you can view a video presentation that explains 

the purpose and goals of the Consultation Portal.

Header bar
The header bar appears at the top of every page in 

the portal. This bar enables you to log in and out, view 
FAQs and the site map, and access your dashboard. 
You can also use the Contact us link to find contact 

details for ACARA, including an email address to 
request help.

Key questions
These links provide answers to common questions 

about the draft K–10 Australian Curriculum.

Useful links
These links provide information on the development 
of the draft K–10 Australian Curriculum, a list of 
ACARA resources and a copy of this guide, as well 
as links to the ACARA Act and the ACARA website.

Read the video transcript here
If you are unable to view the video, you can read a 

transcript by clicking this link.
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How to 
Create an account

Step 1 
Access the home page

To access and manage content, you must create an 
account by registering your details. To register, go to 
www.australiancurriculum.edu.au and click any one of the 
three links indicated above.

Step 2 
Read the introduction

Following an introduction to the draft K–10 Australian 
Curriculum, you are asked to read and agree to the privacy 
policy and the terms and conditions of the website.

Step 3
Fill in the registration form

Fill in the template provided, ensuring all fields denoted with 
a red asterisk are complete. Click the Submit button. 
A confirmation email will be sent to the address you 
supplied. Click the link in the email to activate your account 
and complete your registration.
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How to 
Log in with a registered user name

Step 1 
Access the home page

To access and manage content, you will need to log in 
using your registered email address and password. To log 
in, go to the portal home page at 
www.australiancurriculum.edu.au.

Step 2 
Enter your login details

Enter your email address and password in the fields 
indicated above and click Login. 
If you have forgotten your password, click the 
Forgotten password? link and enter your registered email 
address. Your password will be sent to you.

Step 3
Remember to log out

The header bar on any page of the web site indicates 
whether you are logged in or not. You will remain logged in 
until you choose to log out; when you are ready to log out, 
simply select the Logout link from the header bar.



Discovering content
Using the Consultation Portal
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Overview 
Learn

Tab navigation
Tab navigation provides easy access to each of the four learning 
areas on the Learn page. The tab that is currently active has a 
white background.

The Learn page provides information 
about the structure, rationale and aims 
of each of the four curriculum learning 
areas.

Overview
These links take you to the Rationale/Aims and 
Organisation sections of the relevant curriculum 

learning area.

Tools
This section contains background information on 

the draft curriculum and assistance in using the 
Consultation Portal.

Provide feedback on Rationale/Aims or 
Organisation
Depending on which section you accessed in the 
Overview menu to the left, clicking this link allows 
you to submit feedback on the stated rationale 
and aims, or alternatively the organisation, of the 
relevant curriculum learning area. You can view all 
your submitted feedback via the My dashboard 
link in the header bar.
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Overview 
Explore

The Explore page allows you to view 
the curriculum content of each learning 
area in a grid-style display. This page 
also allows you to save, print and email 
curriculum views, as well as provide 
feedback on curriculum components.

Tab navigation
Tab navigation provides easy access to each of the 
four learning areas in the Explore page. The tab 
that is currently active has a white background.

Filter system
The filter system enables you to select exactly 
which curriculum components you would like to see 
in the curriculum view below.
The filter criteria may vary depending on the 
learning area you have chosen. For example, the 
Mathematics learning area allows you to select a 
proficiency strand rather than a cross-curriculum 
dimension.

Organise curriculum columns by...
These options give you control over how the 

content on this page is presented. Selecting Year 
level presents the information according to the 

year level(s) you select; selecting Strand presents 
the information according to the strand(s) you 

select.

View functions
These buttons provide additional ways to work with 
the current view.
• Save view allows you to save your current view 

within the portal. Once it is saved, you can 
access the view via My dashboard.

• Download allows you to save an offline copy of 
the current view.

• Print allows you to generate a PDF copy of 
the current view suitable for printing, filtered 
according to criteria you select after clicking this 
button.

• Email allows you to email a copy of the current 
view (or another custom view) to one or more 
people.

Provide feedback on this learning area 
curriculum
Clicking this link allows you to submit responses to 
and comments about the curriculum learning area 
you are viewing. You can view all your submitted 
feedback via the My dashboard link in the header 
bar.

Curriculum view
This curriculum content is the central focus of the 
Explore page. This content varies depending on 

the presentation and filter options that you choose.
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How to 
View curriculum content

Year level and strand feedback
Click the icon to the right of a year level or strand 
heading to submit responses and comments about 
the content of that year level or strand.

Expand and collapse items
When viewing content according to year level, 

clicking the minus (-) icon to the left of a year level 
removes all the content information for all the 

selected year level(s), except the achievement 
standards. The icon changes to a plus sign (+); 

clicking this restores the previous view.
Clicking the minus (-) icon to the left of a strand 

removes all the content information for that strand. 
The icon changes to a plus sign (+); clicking this 

restores the previous view.
You can collapse multiple year levels, strands 

and achievement standards by using this method. 
Clicking the plus (+) icon will restore the expanded 

view.
When viewing content according to strand, only 
year levels and achievement standards can be 

collapsed.

Detailed content feedback
Click the icon to the right of a content description to 
provide detailed feedback on the content, including 
content elaborations.
Once you leave feedback on an item, the feedback 
icon turns blue.

This page explains how to view 
curriculum content in detail. In the 
example shown, the view has been 
organised by year level.

Next page and Previous page
If the chosen curriculum view is wider than your 
screen, you can view additional columns by clicking 
Next page. Clicking Previous page returns you to 
the previous screen.
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How to 
Filter curriculum results

Strand
These check boxes allow you to select which 

strand(s) of the learning area you want to include in 
the view. At least one strand must be selected.

General capabilities
You can select a general capability within a 

particular learning area if you want to identify 
curriculum content that fosters this capability.Year level

This slider allows you to specify the curriculum 
content you want to view according to year level. 

To select a range of levels, move the buttons at 
either end of the blue bar.

In this example, content for Year 3 through to 
Year 9 will be included in the curriculum view.

Modes
In the English learning area only, you can select 
a mode of communication if you want to identify 
curriculum content that focuses on that mode.

Threads
In the Science learning area only, you can select 
a thread if you want to identify curriculum content 
within that thread.

Cross-curriculum dimensions
You can select a cross-curriculum dimension within 
a particular learning area if you want to identify 
curriculum content incorporating that dimension.

Apply filters and Clear filters
Click Apply filters to apply your filtering choices to 
the curriculum view below, or Clear filters to reset 
everything in this panel.
When the dropdown boxes are orange, it means 
those values currently apply to the curriculum view 
below.

Proficiency strands
When viewing the Mathematics learning area, the 

Proficiency strands option is available in place 
of General capabilities and Cross-curriculum 

dimensions.
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How to 
Print and email curriculum results

Curriculum inclusions
Use these criteria to select which learning areas, 
curriculum elements and year levels you want to 

include in the print or email view.

Email details
Specify an email recipient and the text of your 

message. The curriculum view will be attached 
to this email. Email and Cancel

Clicking the Email button sends the filtered 
curriculum view to your chosen recipient.
Clicking Cancel discards all your selections; an 
email will not be sent.

By clicking the Print and Email buttons 
in the Explore view, you can build your 
own view of the curriculum to be printed 
or sent by email.

Curriculum filtering
Use these criteria to select which general 
capabilities, cross curriculum dimensions, modes 
and filter options you want to include in the print or 
email view.

Print and Cancel
Clicking the Print button opens a PDF copy of 
the curriculum, filtered by the criteria you selected 
here.
Clicking Cancel discards all your selections.
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How to 
Provide feedback on curriculum content

Content description
When you click the feedback icon for a content 

description, you open a window that includes two 
tabs. The Content description tab allows you 

to provide feedback about the description of the 
item provided in the curriculum view.

Provide your rating
The feedback form includes a series of statements 
about the content description(s). For each 
statement, click a diamond to provide your rating. 
One diamond indicates you strongly disagree; four 
diamonds indicate you strongly agree.
If you want to cancel a rating, click the red circle 
immediately to the left of the diamonds.

Save and Cancel
Clicking the Save button saves all the feedback 
you supplied. This includes feedback supplied in 
both the Content description tab and the Content 
elaborations tab.
Clicking Cancel discards all your feedback, in both 
tabs if applicable.

Your comments
Use these text boxes to provide written comments 

about the curriculum content.

Content elaborations
The Content elaborations tab provides further 
information about the item. You are then asked 

to provide feedback on this more detailed 
information.

When providing feedback on a year level or 
strand, only one form is available. You are 

not requested to complete separate Content 
description and Content elaborations forms.

By clicking the feedback icon next to a 
year level, strand, or item of curriculum 
content in the Explore page, you open 
a new window that enables you to leave 
feedback on that curriculum content.
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How to 
Complete a survey

You can access the survey page from anywhere in the 
Portal by clicking the Survey link in the main menu bar.
To begin a new survey, click either the Start a new survey 
link or the Start survey now button.

Step 1
Go to the survey page

When prompted, enter the name of the group or institution 
you represent, and state the learning area(s) and year 
level(s) on which you will provide feedback.

Step 2
Begin the survey

Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the survey, 
filling in all fields as required. When you finish a page, click 
Save and continue to save everything you have entered 
and proceed to the next page, or Next to simply proceed to 
the next page.

The menu on the left indicates the current section of 
the survey. This will automatically be highlighted as you 
proceed through the survey, but you can also click the links 
to jump to different sections.

Step 3
Complete the survey
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How to 
Use the glossary

Once logged in, you can access the glossary from most 
pages in the portal by clicking the Glossary link in the main 
menu bar.

Step 1
Access the glossary

To view all glossary terms beginning with a particular letter, 
click the letter in the Choose a letter grid.

Step 2
Search the glossary by letter

To view the definition of a specific term, enter the term in 
the search box. As you type, all available terms for those 
letters will appear directly beneath the search box, as 
indicated above; clicking a term displays its definition. 
Alternatively, click Search to display the definitions of all 
the terms that begin with the letters you have entered in the 
search box.

Search the glossary by term
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How to 
Use the dashboard

Update my details
This link takes you to the My details page. This 
page displays the details you entered when you 

registered and allows you to edit those details. You 
can also change your password on this page.

My feedback summary
This table summarises all direct feedback 

on the curriculum — comments and 
responses — that you have supplied. It 

does not include responses to the online 
survey. Clicking an individual item of 

feedback displays it in detail.

My surveys
This table lists all surveys that you have begun 
to complete in the Survey section of the portal. 
Clicking a listing displays the survey and allows you 
to make changes.

Email this view
Clicking this icon allows you to send by email a 
PDF copy of the listed view.

Print this view
Clicking this icon opens a PDF copy of the listed 
view that is suitable for printing. The PDF file will 
open in a new browser window or tab.

Display this view
Clicking this icon displays the view you saved in the 
Explore section of the portal.

My dashboard allows you to see 
feedback you have left and views you 
have created. You can also update your 
account details here.

My saved views
This table lists all customised views of aspects of 
the curriculum that you created and saved in the 

Explore section of the portal. Clicking a listing 
displays the view you saved.


